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how to make your walls
beam with happiness
The great thing about art is
it so easily makes a house a
home. While many people
believe art collecting is an
expensive hobby, you’ll be
surprised at the number of
beautiful and affordable pieces
there are on the market these
days. When buying art, there
is only one golden rule: buy
what you love. Your home is
a representation of you, and
what you put on your walls
should reflect that.
Selecting it
A room’s colour palette is one of these vital
factors to consider when selecting art. Colour
is a very emotive force and can set the
dominant mood in any room. Artwork should
always sit complimentary to the dominant
tones in a room. Art should be used as a focal
point for other decorative decisions in a room,
such as choosing one colour from within the
body of the artwork itself, and referencing it
back with soft furnishings or other decorative
objects for maximum impact. This will make
the room and the space feel connected.
Art doesn’t have to match your lounge or
furniture, however if, for example, you have
mostly neutral tones in your home, hanging a
brightly coloured piece of art with out adding
any coordinating colour to the rest of the room
won’t work. Your artwork will always look
better when the furniture and decor support
the artwork; repeating colour that’s in the
artwork increases the artworks impact in the
room and this is key when selecting artwork
pieces.

Framing it
Framing your art is an important consideration
that can make or break the overall look you
are trying to achieve. Simple Birchwood
frames are an effective way to set off artwork
without taking away from it, but again this
is a case of personal taste. Sometimes a
white or black frame may suit the wall better.
Canvas works with a shadow-box frame also
look “finished”. Again the use of frames and
the style of frames are entirely personal…
whether you keep all the artwork in similar
styles of frames or opt for a haphazard
collection of varied styles is a decision that is
entirely up to you!
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Hanging it
Some vital things to consider when hanging in terms of
interior style are:
1. If one item features a bold colour, choose other
artwork in neutral tones. Neutral colours have the
power to unite various pieces in the same room and
work to create a harmonious balance.
2. A black and white colour scheme is a great way to
coordinate artwork. Striking, classy and powerful,
black and white pieces make a big statement
without fighting one another for colourful attention.
Black and white artwork tends to transcend a
myriad of interior styles and artwork mediums.
3. If you go bold, keep other things minimal. If you do
choose to hang one large dominant artwork then
make sure it remains the wow factor of your room.
Consider keeping everything else simple. You don’t
want other items to compete with it.
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5. As a general rule, you do not want the artwork to
be larger than the piece of furniture it is hanging
above, but at the same time you don’t want it too
small. The goal is to create balance. For example,
if you have a huge wall running the length of
your living area, don’t adorn it with a small, single
artwork. Instead, use a bigger artwork or group
smaller pieces together.

Lastly
Artwork does not just enhance the appearance of its
environment; it brings life and dimension to a space. It
says something about you and makes the space more
interesting for family, friends and guests. Follow your
heart “’Real’” art is an investment and a long-term
commitment. Its essence is to generate emotions in
the person or people who looks at it and live with it.
If a piece looks beautiful but you don’t feel anything
about it, move on. It’s better to stare at a blank wall for
a while than watching something that doesn’t make
your heart sing!
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48 Wareemba Street
Wareemba
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Auction

Presenting an elegant home with timeless appeal, beautiful
light-filled interiors and vast living areas with high patterned
ceilings on an impressive 683sqm of land. This residence’s
beautifully extended and superbly proportioned layout creates
a sense of balance and harmony that unites period form with
relaxed modern living and entertaining spaces to create the
perfect family abode.
•

Combining period charm with modern spacious living

•

Three bedrooms with built in robes, separate study

•

Classic kitchen, Ilve & Miele appliances, stone benches

•

Three bathrooms, main in period style, claw foot bath

•

High patterned ceilings, New Guinea rosewood
floorboards

•

Open plan living and dining area, traditional fireplace

•

Covered entertaining terrace overlooking pool and garden

•

Carport for two cars, ducted air alarm, video intercom

•

Moments from local cafes, restaurants, schools and parks

2046 Sales September
34 Bay Road Russell Lea
8 Connecticut Avenue FiveDock

Welcome to the October issue of Locale Property News.
Well spring has certainly sprung in our local area with
a noticeable increase in property activity. Our open for
inspections have healthy numbers going through and
interest is very genuine. Buyers are now in full force
wanting to purchase and settle before Christmas so if you
are considering selling it is not too late to go to market
and be settled before this deadline.
Have a look at our feature October auction of 48
Wareemba Street Wareemba. This valued client has
chosen a premium marketing campaign that includes
styling and social media on top of the standard marketing
package that we offer. The property was sold over the
weekend for a Wareemba Record of $3,015,000.

Price withheld

5/46 St Albans Street Abbotsford

$1,180,000

2 Duchess Avenue Rodd Point

$2,120,000

11 Heath Street Five Dock

$1,905,000

10/11 Abbotsford Parade Abbotsford

$ 800,000

49 Wareemba Street Wareemba

$2,110,000

11 Lea Avenue Russell Lea
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Price Witheld

Price Witheld

28 Curtin Avenue Abbotsford

$2,152,000

19/23 Charles Street Five Dock

$1,320,000

23/10 Kings Park Circuit Five Dock

$ 922,500

36 Preston Avenue Five Dock

$2,125,000

18 Rickard Street Rodd Point

$3,450,000

12/1 Harbourview Crescent Abbotsford

$2,214,000

126 Hampden Road Abbotsford

$1,950,000

9/81 Edenholme Road Wareemba

$ 865,000

63/57 Fairlight Street Five Dock

$ 910,000

1 Rowley Road Russell Lea

$2,150,000

26 Connecticut Avenue Five Dock

$1,760,000

8/1 Rokeby Road Abbotsford

$ 860,000

TO 7/4-12 Garfield Street Five Dock

$1,210,000

our formula for your
real estate success
Intelligent market analysis coupled with
experience, local knowledge and the drive
for outstanding results.

The rental market remains solid and properties are
starting to lease at a faster stable rate. We have leased a
good mix of houses and units across the local area. Email
inquiries for rentals remain strong in number across our
major web sites.
Frances Rupolo

Joseph Rupolo | Principal
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